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ABSTRACT

Increasing incomes of people communities, rising levels of education, influence of urban culture has encourages a beauty salon become a lifestyle even of the basic needs of urban communities. As the role of the era, beauty look has become an important thing especially for women. And more than that, beauty look has become a business commodity that very promising. The number of salons that developed now making the available places to open this business has to be varied. Formerly salons only available in big shophouses, houses, and several large malls but now salons has penetrated to places such as apartments, hotels, and public transport's stations. This is caused by the increasing demand of someone to be looking good anytime, anywhere. Beside that, due to fewer land areas in crowded areas with a dense population so that apartment, hotel, and public transport's stations has chosen as a place that could be facilitating consumers with a high mobility.

Based from the background, it is necessary to set the room to be filled by the beauty salon’s furniture equipment that serves support service activities at a beauty salon as a place of service providers of care, maintenance, and appearance of a person's makeup with limited space on the studio type’s of apartments and deluxe room type’s of hotels.

Problem solving methods are emphasized in the study of the activities and needs of workstation users of a beauty salon. From the overall results achieved are expected to provide more value for users.